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Abstract
Restaurant recommendation systems are
capable of recommending restaurants
based on various aspects such as location,
facilities and price range. There exists
some research that implements restaurant
recommendation systems, as well as some
famous online recommendation systems
such as Yelp. However, automatically rat-
ing individual food items of a restaurant
based on online customer reviews is an
area that has not received much attention.
This paper presents Ruchi, a system ca-
pable of rating individual food items in
restaurants. Ruchi makes use of Named
Entity Recognition (NER) techniques to
identify food names in restaurant reviews.
Typed dependency technique is used to
identify opinions associated with different
food names in a single sentence, thus it
was possible to carry out entity-level senti-
ment analysis to rate individual food items
instead of sentence-level sentiment analy-
sis as done by previous research.

1 Introduction

Today, many factors affect a person’s selection of
a particular restaurant to dine in. People can find
information on factors such as price, wifi and ser-
vice from a restaurant’s website and/or brochures.
However, information about some important fac-
tors is not directly available. Ratings of individ-
ual dishes in restaurants is one such factor that
is not directly available. Therefore it is common
nowadays for people to rely on the reviews and rat-
ings in restaurant review sites given by other cus-
tomers. However, reading each customer review
on restaurant review sites is time consuming, bor-
ing and exhaustive. This becomes more complex
if someone wishes to search for a particular food
item that he is interested in.

Existing restaurant recommendation systems
such as Yelp do not have the facility to rate the
individual food items of a restaurant. Moreover,
as far as we are aware, existing research on restau-
rant recommendation systems has not focused on
rating individual food items of restaurants, except
for the work of Trevisiol et al. (2014).

This paper presents Ruchi (Ruchi means taste
in Sinhala and Tamil, the two local languages in
Sri Lanka), which is a system for rating indi-
vidual food items (both food and beverages) in
restaurants by automatically analyzing customer
reviews. It combines the techniques of machine
learning, natural language processing and infor-
mation retrieval.

In order to rate and recommend individual food
items, it was necessary to identify food names
in customer reviews, and the customer opinions
associated with them. Food names in reviews
are identified using a trained NER model. For
this purpose, a corpus1 created from online cus-
tomer reviews for restaurants was automatically
annotated with food names extracted from various
sources. As far as we are aware, this is the only
freely available comprehensive corpus annotated
with food names. Opinions related to these identi-
fied food items are extracted using a typed depen-
dency parser. We then perform entity-level sen-
timent analysis to find the polarity of these opin-
ions. Finally individual food items are rated based
on the polarities of all the opinions received for
each of these food items.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Next section discusses related work. Section three
gives an overview of sentiment analysis. Sec-
tion four discusses the data collection process.
Section five discusses research and development
work. Section six contains evaluation and discus-
sion, and finally section seven concludes the paper.

1https://raw.githubusercontent.com/
brusoth09/Ruchi/master/res/review_train



2 Related Work

Recommendation systems are available for many
domains, including online business, specific prod-
ucts, restaurants and movies. As for restaurant rec-
ommendation systems, a very popular recommen-
dation system is Yelp2. In Yelp, restaurant profiles
are rated using a large data set with customer rat-
ings and reviews. Yelp is capable of recommend-
ing the best restaurants, but not individual food
items. Tripadvisor3 also provides restaurant rec-
ommendations. It recommends a set of restaurants
in a country that have famous food items, however
these food items are not rated.

Snyder and Barzilay (2007) used the good grief
algorithm to rate multiple aspects in restaurants.
In their approach, each review is given a rating of
1 to 5 for five different aspects in a restaurant re-
view: food, service, ambiance, value, and overall
experience. But they did not rate the individual
food items. Gupta et al. (2015) also discussed
about sentiment based summarizing of restaurant
reviews based on three aspects: food, ambiance
and service.

As far as we are aware, the work by Trevisiol
et al. (2014) is the only research that focused on
rating individual food items using customer re-
views. Their BuonAppetito system is capable of
recommending personalized menus in a restau-
rant. In this system, a menu is considered to be
comprised of food items. Food items are rated
based on the customer opinions in the customer
text reviews. The main difference between their
approach and our approach is that they have car-
ried out sentence-level sentiment analysis. In con-
trast, we carry out entity-level sentiment analysis.
This is because one sentence of a review can con-
tain more than one food item and associated opin-
ions. For example, consider the sentence “Pizza
was tasty but pasta was terrible”. Here two food
items are mentioned in one sentence - one has a
positive opinion and the other one has a negative
opinion. Therefore, if sentence-level sentiment
analysis was performed, the overall review will be
neutral. Despite the fact that we used a data set dif-
ferent to what was used by Trevisiol et al., we note
that our recommendation system achieved a better
precision and F1 measure than what was received
by Trevisiol et al.

2http://www.yelp.com/
3http://www.tripadvisor.com

3 Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment analysis is a natural language process-
ing technique that involves collecting and catego-
rizing opinions (Liu, 2010). Sentiment analysis
(or classification) can be done at different levels.

In document-level sentiment analysis, a whole
opinion document is classified as a positive
or negative sentiment (Liu, 2010; Liu, 2012).
Document-level sentiment analysis assumes that
each document expresses opinion on only one en-
tity. More fine-grained analysis can be done us-
ing sentence-level sentiment analysis. In this level,
each sentence is classified as positive, negative, or
neutral. However, sentence-level sentiment anal-
ysis is not capable of handling cases where a sin-
gle sentence contains opinions on multiple enti-
ties. Thus entity and aspect-level analysis can be
done to obtain better insight to customer opinions.
At aspect-level, opinions on multiple aspects (e.g.
food, service, ambiance, value and overall expe-
rience aspects of the restaurant entity, or the size
and color aspects of a mobile phone entity) are an-
alyzed.

In this research, different food items could be
considered as different aspects of the food entity in
restaurants. Note that food is considered an entity
here, rather than an aspect of a restaurant, as con-
sidered by Snyder and Barzilay (2007), and Gupta
et al. (2015). However, we see that using the term
aspect-level sentiment analysis is slightly mislead-
ing in our context, because in its true sense, a food
item is not really an aspect of food, as opposed to
color being an aspect of a mobile phone. Rather,
in our context, we see a food item as a sub-entity
of the food entity. Therefore in this paper, the term
entity-level sentiment analysis is used.

4 Data Collection

Data collection had two aspects - collecting restau-
rant reviews and collecting food names.

Multiple sources for review collection were
identified. These are Yelp, CityGrid4 and tasty.lk5.
One of the biggest issues with customer review
system is opinion spam (Ott et al., 2013). Fake re-
views can lead to false conclusions. We only used
Yelp data source in our final system because Yelp
has its very own spam filtering mechanism.

Food names were collected from the A-Z of
Food and Drink dictionary published by Oxford

4http://www.citygrid.com/
5tasty.lk



University (food Dictionary, 2015), food time-
line (food list, 2015) and the Oregon State Glos-
sary of food items (state food list, 2015).

5 Rating Individual Food Items in
Restaurant Reviews

Figure 1 shows our overall approach for rating
food items based on customer reviews. This
has four main steps: extracting food names from
customer reviews, associating opinions with each
food name in a review, calculating the sentiment
value for the given opinion, and finally rating the
food item using all the sentiment scores recorded
for it.

A NER system proceeded by a pre-processing
step was used to extract food names from customer
reviews. This NER system is particularly trained
for food domain using our food list. Opinion word
associated with each food item is determined us-
ing a typed dependency parser, and phrases that
contain only one subject (i.e. a food item) are cre-
ated. Sentiment analysis tool in the StanfordNLP
toolkit is used for sentiment analysis. We used a
modified version of Suresh et al. (2014)’s ranking
algorithm for rating food items using the sentiment
scores. Calculated ratings for the individual food
items are finally saved in a persistent storage.

Figure 1: Overall system architecture

5.1 Pre-processing
In the pre-processing module, we focused on get-
ting various data sources to a usable format for the
NER module. Stemming, language detection, and
symbol removing are these pre-processing steps.

5.2 Food Name Extraction

Named Entity Recognition (NER) was used for
food name extraction. An NER model trained for
the food name domain can be used to extract food
names from sentences without explicitly search-
ing for word tokens. POS tagging can be used to
get the noun phrase from sentences, so that while
training the NER, we can search only for noun
phrases to tag food names.

Apache OpenNLP machine learning toolkit 6

was used for NER purpose. OpenNLP toolkit
has NameFinder API for NER. It uses Maximum
Entropy principle to classify entities using a pre-
trained data model. Tokenized sentence should be
given as input to NameFinder to predict catego-
rized entities.

To make use of NER to identify food names in
restaurant reviews, a corpus annotated with food
names was required. Since such corpus was not
available, we had to create one. We automated
the process of creating a corpus by using the food
names we collected from various sources. Figure 2
shows the process of creating this annotated cor-
pus. We picked 150,000 reviews to create this cor-
pus. From these reviews, about 300,000 sentences
contained food names and thus got automatically
annotated.

Figure 2: Process of creating the annotated corpus

First, each review was broken into its con-
stituent sentences. Sentence detector in the

6https://opennlp.apache.org/



OpenNLP toolkit was used to break reviews into
sentences using punctuation characters. Then,
each of these sentences was tokenized and POS
tagged. The whitespace tokenizer and the POS
tagger (respectively) in the OpenNLP toolkit were
used for these tasks. The POS annotated to-
kens were then sent to the chunker, which com-
bines these tokens into syntactically correlated
parts of words, such as noun groups and verb
groups. This was required since some food items
have more than one token. Finally, the noun
groups are checked against the food name list we
have prepared, and matching noun phrases are
tagged with a unique tag (< START : food >
food name < END >) to identify food item
names.

Now this annotated corpus could be used for
NER. However, sometimes the output was just
a part of the actual food name (e.g.: pepperoni
pizza was identified when the actual name was
Italian pepperoni pizza). This was because the
dish names of most of the restaurants are not just
the standard food names included in our food list.

A post-processing technique was used to elim-
inate this problem. This post-processing step is
based on the observation that the common features
(food names) come as noun phrases. So we first
picked up the noun phrases from each sentence us-
ing POS tags and checked each phrase with our
NER predicted food names. This process consid-
ers noun phrases around any food item as part of
that food name. If a phrase contains the predicted
name, then it will be considered as a food name.
It is equally possible to apply this post-processing
technique while annotating the corpus. However,
we decided against it in order to make our corpus
as general as possible, in order to use it for food
name detection in a different type of application,
say identifying food names in a supermarket con-
text.

5.3 Sentiment Analysis

In our system, we are rating individual food items,
therefore sentiment extraction is done at entity-
level. Sentences may contain several subjects with
different opinions. Stanford typed dependency
representation (De Marneffe and Manning, 2008)
is used to find the opinion associated with each
food item in a sentence, and to create phrases that
contain only one subject (i.e., a food name).

Many researchers have mentioned that opinion

words are usually adjective or adverb. Gupta et
al. (2015) have used two grammatical relations -
amod and nsubj, to determine the noun that an ad-
jective modifies. amod, short for adjectival modi-
fier is any adjectival phrase that serves to modify
the meaning of the noun phrase. nsubj, short for
nominal subject is a noun phrase, which is the syn-
tactic subject of a clause. In nsubj relation, there
is a possibility that both words involved are nouns
so we have to check for the presence of adjective
in the relation. Other than these two grammatical
relations, we also used advmod, which is the short
form for adjectival modifier. This is because ad-
verbs can also refer to opinion words.

First, opinion words are identified. Then other
words that have grammatical relationship with
food and opinion words are identified. After iden-
tifying all the words, we create opinion phrases
containing only one subject.

Once the opinion phrases are identified, their
sentiment orientation is determined by the senti-
ment analysis tool. Sentiment analysis tool in the
StanfordNLP toolkit was used for this purpose.
Sentiment analysis tool in the StanfordNLP toolkit
uses deep learning technique. This technique uses
a recursive neural sensor network to compute com-
positional vector representations for phrases of
variable length and syntactic type. These repre-
sentations will then be used as features to classify
each phrase.

Other than the deep learning method in the
StanfordNLP sentiment analysis tool, we also
experimented with few other machine learning
techniques (multilayer perceptron neural network,
Support Vector Machine (SVM), PART, REPtree,
Random Forest and J48) to determine the senti-
ment polarity of phrases. Since our system is for
restaurants, restaurant reviews were used to train
these algorithms. 1150 reviews were manually
tagged according to Stanford Sentiment Treebank
and were used to train the model.

StanfordNLP sentiment scores are: 4 - Very
Positive, 3 - Positive, 2 - Neutral, 1 - Negative,
0 - Very Negative.

In the Treebank representation, training data
structure is a binary tree. In the StanfordNLP sen-
timent analysis process, first the individual words
are assigned a sentiment score. Then two words
are combined and a single score is assigned to the
combined words. This process continues combin-
ing word with word, phrase with word and phrase



with phrase. Finally a sentiment score for the com-
plete opinion phrase can be obtained.

5.4 Rating System

Rating system aims at scoring the food items in a
restaurant based on customer reviews, using their
sentiment weight. In order to rate a particular food
item, sentiment weights assigned to it across all of
the reviews should be considered.

In order to rate the food items using weak and
strong positive and negative words, we first built
a subjectivity lexicon. A subjectivity lexicon is
a list of positive or negative opinion words. We
created a master list that contains this subjectiv-
ity lexicon (each word in the lexicon has a senti-
ment weight), an intensifier word list (really, very,
too, such etc.), and a negation word list (no, not
etc.). We prepared the subjectivity lexicon from
AFINN-111 word list7 and the restaurant reviews
that were not used to test the system. The POS
tagged reviews are fed into our rating algorithm.

Our rating algorithm is an extension of Suresh
et al. (2014)’s opinion score assignment algorithm.
Suresh’s algorithm focused on word-level scor-
ing. However, in our approach, we focused on
sentence-level scoring since word-level scoring
mostly relies on sentiment weight of individual
words and it fails to calculate rate for complex sen-
tences. For example, if you consider the sentence
“pizza was good, not service”, this sentence has 2
opinion phrase and word-level score gives a wrong
rating for pizza.

The rating algorithm takes polarity tagged
phrases as input and provides a scoring value de-
pending on the polarity of the phrase. If the word
is POS tagged as an adverb or an adjective, it
is considered as an opinion word. If the word
appeared in a master list where all possible po-
larity words are classified according to sentiment
weight, the score is calculated according to the
sentiment weight of the word.

In the next step, if the opinion word is POS-
tagged as a superlative sentiment, the score is in-
creased or decreased by 2. If the opinion word is
POS-tagged as comparative sentiment, the score
is increased or decreased by 1. Words that mod-
ify the polarity (using negation word e.g. no) and
intensifiers (e.g. too, very) are also considered for
scoring the opinion word. Final score converges to

7http://www2.imm.dtu.dk/pubdb/views/
publication_details.php?id=6010

a value between 1 to 5 according to the sentiment
score.

6 Results

Experiments were carried out to validate our (1)
corpus creation process, (2) food name extraction,
(3) sentiment analysis, and (4) the overall process.

Corpus creation process: In order to vali-
date our corpus creation, a sample set of reviews
containing 1000 sentences was randomly selected
from the tagged corpus. Then these sentences
were manually inspected to see how the tagging
process has performed. This manual investigation
identified 1898 occurrences of food names in these
1000 sentences. Out of these 1898 occurrences,
71.97% food names have been correctly tagged. It
was noticed that sometimes only a part of a long
food name was tagged.

Food name extraction: We used 1219 review
sentences with manually tagged food names to
evaluate the NER approaches. We achieved 63.2%
precision, and 83.5% recall by using Maximum
Entropy model technique of OpenNLP toolkit.

Sentiment analysis: We used 1150 sentiment
sentences hand selected from restaurant reviews
that included food names, and sentiments of each
of these sentences were manually tagged. Our
sentiment evaluation results obtained for differ-
ent machine learning techniques are summarized
in Table 1. However, after training the sentiment
model for the restaurant context using the deep
learning technique of StanfordNLP toolkit, we
achieved 85.74109% accuracy, 82.9684% recall,
98.2708% precision and 89.9736% F1-measure.
Deep learning technique is very promising. There-
fore we used deep learning in our final system.
For this experiment, our sentiment classification
demonstrated an improvement of 6.7% over Stan-
fordNLP baseline. We were able to achieve this
because we used a trained model containing food
item names.
Overall process: For the overall evaluation of the
system, reviews were manually tagged with rat-
ings. For each sentence in a review, all the food
names and the corresponding opinion were tagged
by human annotators. Whether the opinion rate
is 1 to 5 (very negative to very positive) was also
identified.

It is easy to judge whether an opinion of the sen-
tence is positive or negative. However, deciding
the opinion rate (score) can be somewhat subjec-



Table 1: Machine learning algorithm result for
sentiment classification

Algorithm precision recall F1
NeuralNetwork 0.8072 0.7867 0.7665
SVM(SMO) 0.7798 0.7205 0.6634
PART 0.8047 0.8014 0.7914
DecisionTable 0.8312 0.8161 0.8031
J48 0.8014 0.8047 0.7914
REPTree 0.8068 0.7941 0.7783
RandomForest 0.7520 0.7573 0.7492
RandomTree 0.7523 0.7573 0.7527
Naive Bayes 0.8222 0.8235 0.8226

tive. In order to validate our human tagged rat-
ing for sentence opinion rate, we carried out an
inter-rater reliability (IRR) test. Each sentence
was given to a primary human tagger (participant)
and the secondary tagger (one of the authors). Fi-
nal rate value was calculated using joint probabil-
ity of agreement, and we received a joint proba-
bility of agreement value of 75%. Finally, all the
results generated by our system are compared with
the manually tagged result. Result of our final sys-
tem is evaluated with respect to precision and F1
measure using 10-fold cross validation. The aver-
age precision of our recommendation system was
0.4177 and F1 measure was 0.4518.

7 Conclusion

This paper presented Ruchi, a system capable of
rating individual food items. Ruchi makes use
of NER for extracting the food item names from
reviews, and typed dependency representation to
identify the customer opinions. A corpus created
from restaurant reviews was automatically tagged
to be used in NER, using a list of food names com-
piled from various resources. This automated ap-
proach proved to be effective in creating a large
corpus tagged with food names, as opposed to cor-
pora manually tagged (Yasavur et al., 2013).

As for future work, we are planning to modify
our system to be able to carry out time-based food
rating. This feature will give the rating based on
the reviews that were written within a preferred
time period and avoid giving false rating to food
items based on very old reviews.
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